Elluminate Live!® V10
Availability. Accessibility. Usability.
Equal Opportunity Education—for ALL

At Elluminate, our unified learning and collaboration approach includes unifying the learning
experience for everyone. We believe 21st century learning means an easy-to-use, inclusive
environment that eliminates barriers to meeting individual needs and learning styles.
That’s why Elluminate Live!® V10 is all about accessibility—and not just for those with
disabilities. Here are some highlights of this newest version of our flagship product.
• Even greater access than ever before for users with blindness or low vision
• Improved user interface for screen readers creates easier-to-use environment for all
• Enhanced whiteboard, application sharing, and audio tools for higher-quality collaboration
• Increased engagement and awareness for educators and learners with new Activity Window
When you build in accessibility from the ground up, the end result is a richer, more interactive
online teaching and learning environment for all, regardless of geography, economy, or ability.
Think of it as universal design for education

Why is
accessibility
important?
a. It‘s the law
b. It benefits
ALL users
c. It’s just good
business
d. It’s the right
thing to do
e. All of the above

History of Accessibility

Our core No User Left Behind™ philosophy has guided us for almost 10 years.
We began with low-bandwidth connectivity and cross-platform support, adding
increasingly comprehensive features and functionality designed to enable an
increasingly wide range of users to fully engage and participate.
With Elluminate Live! V10, we’ve taken accessibility to a whole new level that
encompassed real user-driven development. Our Accessibility Taskforce
includes a cross-functional Elluminate team, along with members of the
educational accessibility community and educators and students with disabilities,
who continue to serve as our valued advisors and product testers.
We also made a significant investment in training, testing tools, hardware, and
software to ensure accessibility is a core component of the Elluminate platform.
The result: a 21st century teaching, learning, and collaboration environment
that truly brings accessibility to life.

Focus on Quality of Experience

The centerpiece of our Elluminate Learning Suite™, Elluminate Live! V10 also offers greater
performance and usability. We’re especially excited about the new Activity Window, which
provides unprecedented awareness of session activities for both educator and learner.
Our focus remains on the continuous improvement of your Elluminate experience—
whether you are an individual student, educator, or entire class. So if you are totally in sync or
struggling a bit with online teaching and learning, Elluminate can help YOU, providing equal
opportunity education for everyone, everywhere.
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Elluminate Live! V10 at a Glance
Features

Benefits

Accessibility features and functionality

What do YOU want to do?

•

Improved inheritance of operating system
settings for display, like high contrast and
font size

•
•

Access for more users than ever before

•

Meets needs of learners with blindness or
low vision or mobility challenges

•

Customizable user interface to enhance
learning experience for all users

•

Personalized settings conveniently
remembered from session to session

Focus on navigation, visibility, awareness,
and content access

•

Enhanced keyboard navigation for main
interface and secondary windows,
including added menu options

•

Expanded set of shortcut keys with full list
available in Help menu

•
•

Configurable Participants Window
PPT and OpenOffice slide text available to
screen reader, like JAWS

•

•
•

Configurable audible notifications

Microphone, telephone, keyboard, mouse,
accelerator keys. The choice is YOURS.

•

Teaching and learning environment easier
to use for everyone

•

Documentation available as printable PDF
and screen-reader-friendly HTML

•

Meet state, federal, and international
accessibility compliance requirements

Command line access to common
functions and controls

Innovative Activity Window

•
•
•

Scrolling text timeline of session activity

•

Command-line interface (example: type /
hand up to raise hand)

User-defined window content
Includes slide text for use with
screen reader

Key performance and
usability improvements

•
•
•
•

Greater text clarity on whiteboard

•

Ability to optimize audio for headset or
room microphone

•
•

Timer labeling

Improved application sharing
Better proxy-detecting capabilities
Enhanced audio with reduced latency and
increased clarity

Modernized notifications system with
automatic dismiss
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How much information do YOU want?

•

Unprecedented session awareness for
teachers and learners

•

Centralized location that consolidates
updates from all modules

•
•

Improved overall learning effectiveness
Easier interaction for those using
just keyboard

Enhance the quality of YOUR
Elluminate experience.

•
•
•

Better-quality imported slides

•
•
•
•

Easier-to-hear audio

Faster app share, especially for Mac users
No manual proxy configuration for users
with stringent security infrastructures
Meets needs of individual AND group
Ability to define purpose of timer use
Improved visibility of moderator status,
timers, notifications, and announcements

